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Inside Connections
F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

I suggest that you get comfortable with your beverage of choice. We have an issue 
packed with great ideas and opportunities to expand your knowledge.

AIIP President, Jane Langeman has a few final words for us before she hands the 
gavel to Scott Attenborough in May. 

Speaking of May, the upcoming AIIP Conference will be held in New Orleans from 
May 18-21, 2017. We have articles to inspire you to make that airline reservation 
and register for the conference. Cindy Romaine explains the conference theme, 
Pivoting for Success. And Dan Odenwald introduces Anne Caputo, the Roger Sum-
mit Lecture Award speaker.

AIIP has many opportunities for members to extend their skills and knowledge 
through communities of interest and webinars. Shelly Azar shares advice on 
starting a local AIIP group, and Chris Evans talks about the value of webinars, in 
particular those that are part of the regular AIIP Webinar series.

AIIPeer Review is back and Dan Odenwald tells us about HeinOnline, an alternative 
source of law reviews.

Crystal Sharp introduces big data in the first of a two part series on algorithmic 
surveillance. Will we all need technology backgrounds to function effectively?

Last, but not least, we must bid farewell to Amelia Kassel, who has authored the 
Coach’s Corner for almost nine years. She’s ready to step aside and make room for 
a new Coach. This issue’s Coach’s Corner offers a brief retrospective of Amelia’s 
contributions to AIIP Connections readers over the years. 
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My brother is a futurist. He’s 
always talking about out-there 
advances that are just around 

the corner. One day I got so frustrated 
with his future-speak that I researched 
several of his claims including driverless 
cars and guaranteed income (this was a 
few years ago). I shared with him the most 
recent news about each of his assertions 
with updates on when each may become 
‘real’. As of today, he is batting 100, or 
1000 to be technically correct.

I asked him how he does it, how can 
he be so prescient? He inhales informa-
tion from disparate sources, talks to 
everyone, debates with glee, and thinks 
critically about the implications of it all. 
It helps that he is a history and political 
science expert. 

Now we talk a lot about the state of the 
world, the levers for change, and what 
it all means. We talk about things that 
seemed impossible yesterday but sud-
denly real today. Reality feels like science 
fiction. But why?

I’ve been reading The Second Machine 
Age: Work, Progress, and Prosperity in 
a Time of Brilliant Technologies by Erik 
Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee (2014) 
and they offer their perspective. They 
assert that we are in a second machine 
age, after the first machine age during 

President’s Message

Why does reality feel like  
science fiction? Is it just me  

who feels this way? 
the Industrial Revolution based on steam 
power. “Computers and other digital 
advances are doing for mental power—
the ability to use our brains to understand 
and shape our environments—what the 
steam engine and its descendants did 
for muscle power. They’re allowing us to 
blow past previous limitations and taking 
us into new territory.”

The advances have come about because 
of exponential improvements in tech-
nology that unleash computing power 
in the smallest of packages. The explo-
sion of digitized content gives us more 
to explore by more people. Lastly, they 
assert that these advances have yielded 
building blocks of technology and ser-
vices that new innovators are assembling 
in intriguing ways. 

I’m not sure where we’re heading, but 
my brother is not resting on his lau-
rels. He is pinging me with articles that 
describe how deep learning algorithms 
are outperforming doctors’ diagnoses 
of skin cancer. And that one day we can 
use our smartphones to do the same1. I 
shared a story with him from The Second 
Machine Age about a cancer research 
team that used software to identify three 
features of breast cancer tissue that 
doctors had not been trained to look for. 
Those are examples of the good side of 
innovation that benefit us all. 

Sometimes I’m afraid of what’s ahead 
and other times I can’t wait. We can’t 
stop the world to catch our breath. As 
consumers, our lives have been forever 
changed and improved by advances like 
the smartphone. As workers, well, there 
are those who are being left behind. We 
all wonder if it might be us one day. The 
Second Machine Age authors offer strat-
egies to stay relevant and thrive by being 
innovators and providers of comple-
mentary services and products to the 
advances we are witnessing. As informa-
tion professionals we can help people 
navigate change by being informed with 
what was, what is and what might be. 
We do this by navigating the context 
and authority of information, critically 
assessing information motives, and 
presenting unbiased assessments. In 

the words of 
Erik Brynjolfs-
son, we can’t 
race against the 
machines so we 
might as well 
learn how to 
race with them.2

1 Kurzweil Network (2017, January 25). A deep learning algorithm outperforms some board-certified dermatologists in diagnosis of skin cancer  

[blog post]. Kurzweil: Accelerating Intelligence. Retrieved from http://www.kurzweilai.net/a-deep-learning-algorithm-outperforms-some-

board-certified-dermatologists-in-diagnosis-of-skin-canceremail&utm_term=0_ba4a8dc647-881f813ea7-282138557

2  Brynjofsson, E. (2013, February). The key to growth? Race with the machines [video file]. Retrieved from http://www.ted.com/talks/erik_bryn-

jolfsson_the_key_to_growth_race_em_ with_em_the_machines 

Jane Langeman

http://www.kurzweilai.net/a-deep-learning-algorithm-outperforms-some-board-certified-dermatologists-in-diagnosis-of-skin-cancer?utm_source=KurzweilAI+Daily+Newsletter+Plain+Text&utm_campaign=881f813ea7-UA-946742-1&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ba4a8dc647-881f813ea7-282138557
http://www.kurzweilai.net/a-deep-learning-algorithm-outperforms-some-board-certified-dermatologists-in-diagnosis-of-skin-cancer?utm_source=KurzweilAI+Daily+Newsletter+Plain+Text&utm_campaign=881f813ea7-UA-946742-1&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ba4a8dc647-881f813ea7-282138557
http://www.ted.com/talks/erik_brynjolfsson_the_key_to_growth_race_em_%20with_em_the_machines
http://www.ted.com/talks/erik_brynjolfsson_the_key_to_growth_race_em_%20with_em_the_machines
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Pivoting for Success 
at #AIIP17 
By Cindy Romaine, AIIP2017 Conference Chair

One quick cure for the winter 
doldrums is to start planning 
for the 2017 AIIP Conference in 

warm, sunny New Orleans. It’s time to 
make your reservations for May 18–21, 
and start investigating the many entic-
ing speakers on the program. http://
www.aiip.org/conference 

This year’s conference title is Pivot-
ing for Success, which centers on the 
theme of Resilience, Reinvention, 
and Renewal. No matter where you 
are in your career—whether you’re just 
starting out or striking out in new direc-
tions—the conference will provide great 
inspiration and advice to guide you on 
your journey. 

Get Ready to Pivot
A pivot can be as simple as a change 
or a shift to a new business idea, 
sometimes simply reacting to what cus-
tomers ask you to do. Other times, you 
could find yourself facing a systematic 
change in your overall strategy, embark-
ing on an entirely different path. You 
may even change industries completely. 
The idea of a pivot in business is to 
have the mental model of continually 
updating your services and value to 
your clients. It’s a way to use recent 
experience to reposition your business 
to address more robust opportunities.

Before doing anything too revolution-
ary, there is a lot to consider, and that’s 
where the 2017 AIIP conference comes 
in. Your best bet for pivoting success-
fully is to be armed with advice and 
insights from others who have already 

pivoted their business. Maybe you 
have a hunch you want to verify, based 
on customer feedback or anecdotal 
evidence. The conference will give you 
additional solid information to consider, 
and it will help give you the confidence 
you need to act on that hunch. 

Resilience: Recover Quickly 
from Difficulties 
While AIIPs members are independent 
information professionals, it’s always 
useful to look to other information 
domains for insight that will help eluci-
date our issues. In military history, one 
of the most famous pivots comes from 
the U.S. Marine Corps fighting in Korea. 
After the Chinese sent 270,000 troops 
south in the dead of winter in 1950, 
many U.N. divisions were overrun and 
fled in panic. The U.S. troops instead 
showed resilience. They stiffened 

The 2017 AIIP Annual Conference

http://www.aiip.org/conference
http://www.aiip.org/conference
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against wave after wave of assaulting troops, evacuated units 
who found themselves in trouble, and concentrated their 
forces effectively. Brigadier General “Chesty” Puller told his 
men, “We’re surrounded. That simplifies our problem…now 
we can fire in any direction.” Searching for better ground to 
defend, the Marines marched from the Chosin Reservoir and 
took up new positions. On that move, Major General Oliver 
Smith scoffed at the idea of retreating, “Retreat, hell! We’re 
attacking in a different direction!” 

As information professionals we choose the direction in 
which we would like to take our business. All disciplines need 
information organization, research, information, and content 
strategies.

Reinvention: The process through which some-
thing is changed so much that it appears to be 
entirely new.
My own career and business history provides one example of 
reinvention. I started my career in the library world, building 
a corporate library for Nike, Inc., the sportswear company. As 
Nike changed so did I, continually adding skills and capabili-
ties to adapt to the business’s demands. For example, after 
many years managing the Design Library, I became the 
corporate archivist. I learned the corporate history from com-
pany veterans, and I learned how to organize an archive from 
coursework with the Society of American Archivists. 

But I grew antsy and wanted to reinvent myself, so I left 
the corporate campus and created Romainiacs Intelligent 
Research, using my library background to provide second-
ary information research services. This worked fine and it 
offered me an opportunity to contact companies that provide 
information content for libraries. These contacts offered 
Romainiacs primary research projects because of my back-
ground in library management. Soon that morphed again. 
Because I was now competent in primary research, I could 
offer those services to companies that are not in the informa-
tion industry. In other words, based on my knowledge of the 
library industry I pivoted in to primary research, and based on 
my knowledge of primary research for the information indus-
try, I pivoted to primary research in other industries.

Looking back, one step logically lead to the next, as I contin-
ued to reinvent myself. Doors open and close all the time, and 
you have to be ready to follow your customers’ needs. There 
are many examples of companies changing their direction. 
Believe it or not, Nintendo started out producing playing cards, 
then switched to computer games. Tiffany started out selling 
stationary before switching to diamonds. Xerox began with a 
line of photography paper before pivoting to photocopying. The 
multinational technology company LG started out selling cos-
metic products in Korea before becoming a global producer of 
consumer appliances. Staying flexible and following the market 
may be the best thing you can do with your business.

Renewal: Replacing or repairing something that 
is worn out, run-down, or broken.
One of the biggest challenges for a sole proprietor is burn-
out. You’ve got a lot of plates spinning at once, and you can 
easily find yourself emotionally drained. The 2017 AIIP Con-
ference is a great pick-me-up. It’s an opportunity to connect 
with colleagues and with sessions devoted to new perspec-
tives, new skills, and a positive focus. 

Maybe you can use a low-key approach and combine your 
conference with a short vacation to add to your renewal 
energies. A little variety can spice things up and give you the 
change in perspective you need to take charge again.

Think of the conference like the venerable Coca-Cola slogan: 
“The pause that refreshes.” Take a jaunt down Bourbon 
Street, visit the WWII Museum, or grab a beignet at Café du 
Monde. New Orleans offers a lot of ways to get that sense of 
renewal you need.

To maximize your chances to seamlessly pivot to the next 
phase of your career as an information professional, come to 
the conference with a specific to-do list:
• Attend sessions with an eye to getting a glimpse of upcoming 

trends. 

• Challenge yourself to think strategically about your services and 
what growth opportunities they offer. 

Plunkett 
Research,® Ltd.

Our Market Research = Your Smart Decisions

WWW.PLUNKETTRESEARCH.COM

FOR A FREE TRIAL
CONTACT: 713.932.0000

INFO@PLUNKETTRESEARCH.COM

Plunkett Research offers AIIP members 
special pricing on subscriptions to our  
online database of business intelligence. 

Our system is user-friendly and is  
organized into unique, easy-to-use tools: 

Completely Redesigned 
and Mobile-Friendly!
Deep data on hundreds of 
industry sectors. Includes 
history and forecasts of 
market size.
WHAT YOU GET: Our analysis 
of industry trends, markets and 
technologies. Industry statistics. 
Business intelligence. Covers 
hundreds of industries.

BETTER INDUSTRY DATA. 
BETTER TOOLS. 
BETTER PRICES.
BETTER USER INTERFACE. 

• Market Research and 
 Industry Trends
• Industry Statistics
• Company Profiles
• Export Company 
 Contacts

• Industry Glossary
• Industry Associations
• Build-A-Report™

• Analytics

The Completely-New
Plunkett Research® Online

continued on page 6

http://www.plunkettresearch.com
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• Ask questions about ways to expand your own core competen-
cies that will add value to your clients.

• Seek out ideas from conference presenters and colleagues that 
will provide even more reasons for your clients to use your ser-
vices.

Register for the conference. The 2017 AIIP Conference team 
has put together a strong program that will allow you to net-
work, explore, and expand your business opportunities.

Cindy Romaine is the 2017 AIIP Confer-

ence Chairperson. She is also the principal 

of Romainiacs Intelligent Research 

which focuses on driving business growth 

through competitive intelligence, informa-

tion analysis, and voice of the customer 

research. 

Do you still need a reason to go to the AIIP  
Conference? Here are ten to consider:
 1 Give your business (and yourself) a jump start.

 2 Give your business (and yourself) a shot in the arm.

 3 Add 100 instant contacts and friends to your network.

 4 Learn the “secret sauce” that helped others succeed.

 5 Build your brand among your peers. We might need each 
other one day.

 6 Find out how to invest your time effectively.

 7 Identify peers with skills to help polish your image.

 8 Discover and articulate your professional strengths. 

 9 Venture into the world of social media…but not on your own!

10 Have Fun! Take your partner or family on a trip to exciting  
New Orleans.

2017 AIIP Conference (continued from page 5)

Jenny Blake, author of the 
book Pivot: The Only Move That Matters 
Is Your Next One will be the Keynote 
Speaker at the 2017 AIIP Annual 
Conference. Jenny is an international 
speaker, career and business strategist 
and executive coach. Formerly a Career 
Development Program Manager at 
Google, Jenny identifies her superpowers 
as helping to craft a compelling vision, 
collaboratively developing strategy and 
systems with clear measurable outcomes, 
and incorporating the latest tools and 
technology during the process of execu-
tion and feedback. 

In previous keynotes at TEDxCMU, 
major universities, and large compa-
nies, Jenny has encouraged people 
to update their view of yesterday’s career 
ladder and to treat their careers (and 
lives) as dynamic as the constantly cus-
tomizable apps on a smart phone. 

Breaking News…
Pivoting Master Jenny Blake to Deliver #AIIP17 Keynote Address

Jenny promises an interactive session that 
will resonate with conference attendees. 
She is personable and her talk will be 
interactive which will give attendees a 

chance to apply her methods to their 
own businesses. Register now to learn 
how you can put her method to work in 
your business right away.

 

http://www.aiip.org/conference
http://romainiacs.com/
http://www.aiip.org/conference
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Who says librarians don’t play rough? 
Roger Summit Award Honoree: Anne Caputo 

In 2009 Anne Caputo learned the hard way that they can. 
Amidst a fiery controversy involving a proposed name 
change for the Special Libraries Association (SLA), Caputo, 

then President-elect of SLA, found herself in the center of the 
storm. Two warring factions staked immoveable positions on 
the matter: one camp passionately in favor of change, the 
other vehemently opposed. 

At issue, a word: librarian. To some, it connoted a carica-
ture, a bespectacled old lady, hair wrapped in a bun, frigidly 
shushing schoolchildren. To others, it was a word with near 
mystical power, the embodiment of a noble profession dat-
ing back to the Library of Alexandria, whose sacred mission 
was no less than the keeper of human knowledge. Cast in 
those terms, the debate over a name change could get rough 
indeed. 

Caputo and her allies supported the name 
change and consequently became targets of 
anti-change stalwarts. They experienced not 
friendly, golly-gee, good-natured ribbing, but 
became genuine targets for screeds, vitriol, 
and personal threats. 

“Oh, yes, I got hate mail,” Caputo said in 
a phone interview in January. “Somebody 
spit on me at a meeting.” One day, she even 
found a note pinned to the front door of her 
home: Don’t let your dog out. You’ll find it 
dead or gone, it warned.

The episode, one of many from Caputo’s storied career as an 
information industry luminary, is emblematic, she believes, 
of a profession’s struggle with change, fear, and relevance 
and, in some respects, their foil: resilience, reinvention, and 
renewal.

Caputo is the 2017 recipient of AIIP’s Roger Summit Lecture 

Award and will travel to New Orleans in May to speak with 
members. The award is funded by the Past Presidents of 
AIIP, in part, to “bring an inspiring and stimulating speaker to 
the AIIP Annual Conference.” It is named in honor of Roger 
Summit, the founder of Dialog, and a long-time member and 
supporter of AIIP.

Anne was selected for the award because she “has demon-
strated a commitment to continued learning, empathy for 
other learners, and an abundance of wisdom and insights,” 
says AIIP past president Cindy Shamel. “Anne has made many 
contributions to the information industry over the years and 
has always demonstrated grace and professionalism.” 

Caputo’s presentation will focus on three themes: the gift of 
serendipity, the need to adapt to changing environments, and 
the need for reinvention.

The power of serendipity
Caputo came to librarianship because of 
something she hated: teaching high school. 
Although she loved her students, colleagues, 
and the subject matter itself, she says, high 
school teaching wasn’t for her. 

At a crossroads, she wondered what to do 
next. “I like to read,” she remembers contem-
plating, “I could work in a library.” Of course, 
now she hastens to add that leisure reading has 
“nothing to do with working in a library.”

So, in 1973, with an undergraduate degree from Lewis & 
Clark College and a masters in architectural history from the 
University of Oregon, she enrolled at San Jose State Uni-
versity for her library degree. Upon graduation three years 
later, Caputo says an adviser recommended checking out a 

continued on page 8

by Dan Odenwald
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new venture called Dialog, a precursor to the web and its 
online research databases. A division of Lockheed at the time, 
Dialog, under the leadership of Roger Summit, pioneered the 
online information vendor industry. 

On a lark, she decided to apply. Impressed by her teaching 
background and a line on her resume—Caputo was a debate 
champion in college—Summit made her an offer. One of the 
first women to join the organization, Caputo led customer 
support and training. Summit took a chance on her, she says, 
and she’s grateful to this day.

In those early days, Caputo wore many hats and had to learn 
quickly. “I knew nothing about information retrieval, Boolean 
logic, or databases,” she recalls. But, over her 22 years at 
Dialog, she watched the company grow from 30 customers 
to thousands, and from roughly nine databases to more than 
400. As director of the Classroom Instruction Program and 
then as senior director of the Quantum program, she oversaw 
Dialog’s many customer learning initiatives, created marketing 
materials, and led end-user education and outreach efforts. 

In 1998, a restructuring at Dialog slashed the staff by half, and 
she recalls an anxious, depressed, and demoralized workforce. 
After hearing her speak at a professional conference, a rep-
resentative of Dow Jones’ Factiva approached her and asked, 
“Why don’t we go to lunch?” 

Caputo ended up working at Dow Jones for more than 14 
years. As executive director of the Learning and Informa-
tion Professional Program, she spearheaded not only general 
customer education and training but also Factiva’s courtship 
of librarians. Until her retirement in 2012, she represented 
Dow Jones at countless conferences, workshops, professional 
meetings, and outreach programs. 

Adapting to your environment
During her time as a corporate vendor and beyond, Caputo 
identified only one constant over the years: change. Indeed, 
she says, the need to adapt to a continuously changing envi-
ronment is vital for a thriving career.

“We must move away from old models that do not work 
while adopting new models that take advantage of our 
skills,” she wrote in a 2011 post for FutureReady365, an SLA 
blog focused on preparing the profession for the future. 
“Changes in information delivery, storage, organization, and 
acquisition beg for a new normal. We must become the cen-
terpiece in making the new normal a success.”

Caputo witnessed firsthand organizations that failed to heed 
change. While at Dialog, for instance, she observed the rise of 
Google and the existential threat posed by free online search 
to paid information vendors.

Invented in 1966, Dialog should have become Google, Caputo 
insists. Long before Google founders Larry Page and Sergey 
Brin began tinkering around at Stanford, the scientists at Dialog 
dominated the online search space. “We had the content, 
technical capacity, and computing power to do it,” Caputo 
says, “but we didn’t dream big enough.”

Decision-makers at the company ignored the pleas of some 
who argued in the late 1990s to get on board with the 
web. Caputo remembers sitting for early demonstrations 
of Google, which thrilled some at Dialog and went ignored 
by others. “The transition to the World Wide Web was not 
captured by Dialog as it unfolded,” she says.

In contrast, Caputo says, Dow Jones was a visionary from the 
very beginning. Leaders at Factiva realized early that “we had 
better get on this bandwagon because that’s where every-
thing is going,” she recalls. “They looked forward.”

To be certain, many of the large information vendors at the 
time, including LexisNexis, Westlaw, and others, were late 
to the Internet game. And, of course, Dialog and its coun-
terparts responded quickly when the rise of free search 
became inevitable. Today, paid tools remain an indispensable 
lifeline for countless info pros, she adds, but all for-fee search 
vendors still struggle with the uncertainty that pits their eco-
nomic model against “free.”

Caputo laments info pros who resist change because of fear 
or unease. These bottlenecks within organizations, regard-
less of the type of institution, do a disservice to themselves 
and the profession. 

For example, she says, too many librarians ignored the “rise 
of end-user self-service,” the ability of patrons, emboldened 
by an increasingly sophisticated Web, to perform many of 
the reference tasks once the domain of info pros.

Information professionals must “pay attention to their envi-
ronment, to what’s going on around them,” Caputo advises. 
“Things change constantly. We need to know how to be flex-
ible and resilient, and to adapt what we know how to do to 
our changing environments.” Librarians must free themselves 
from their desks “behind the mahogany doors” and embed 
themselves in their organizations, delivering value every step 
of the way.

In an October 2010 article for Information Outlook, Caputo 
expressed a similar notion more starkly. “Follow the money,” 
she wrote. “By this, I mean we must believe in the value we 
provide, measure and articulate that value in meaningful 
ways, and create sustainable programs, organizations, and 
services that fit the new normal.”
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Reinvention: Assemble your parts in  
different ways
Never “just a vendor,” Caputo assumed many roles within 
the information industry. She’s donned many hats: corporate 
vendor, knowledge practitioner, professor, mentor, advocate, 
consultant, volunteer, association officer, and more. 

“Reinvention is key,” she says. “Get to know yourself without 
assigning labels or putting yourself in a box.” She urges her 
peers to think of themselves as more than just a librarian, a 
knowledge manager, a marketing executive, etc. “Assemble 
your parts in different ways,” she encourages.

Part of Caputo’s “assembly” is her long history with the 
Special Libraries Association (SLA). She joined fresh out of 
library school in 1976 and has been a member ever since. She 
attended her first SLA annual meeting as a Dialog representa-
tive, mostly to gather insights into what customers wanted 
but also to nurture sales opportunities. Over the years, her 
involvement grew more intense and personal. “Not only were 
these people my professional colleagues whose concerns and 
interests overlapped with mine” she says, “eventually they 
became my great friends.” 

After joining Factiva in 1998, Caputo became increasingly 
involved in SLA, eventually becoming the president of the 
Washington, D.C., chapter and then serving on the Board 
of Directors from 2005-2011. In 2010, she served a term 
as president of the association. Caputo was only the third 
vendor in SLA history to be elected president, she says. Most 
of her predecessors came from the “special libraries” that 
purchased from companies like Dialog and Factiva. 

Among professional associations, “SLA is very enlight-
ened,” Caputo says. “They treat vendors as partners and 
colleagues.” So long as vendor members don’t abuse their 
access to potential customers, whether as volunteers or offi-
cers, the organization adopts a come-one, come-all attitude.

Looking forward while giving back
In 2012, Caputo retired from Factiva and left the SLA board. 
She began a new chapter in her career, this time as an inde-
pendent consultant, forming Anne Caputo Consulting and 
operating as its principal. For the past five years, she’s worked 
with libraries and information organizations on projects in 
need of an experienced veteran, working on strategic plan-
ning, marketing initiatives, “big think” projects, and the like.

She also continued in her duties as an adjunct professor at 
the University of Maryland, College Park, where from 2000 
to 2015, she taught a course called "Access to Information in 
Electronic Environments.” Prior to joining the Maryland fac-
ulty, Caputo taught in the LIS graduate program at Catholic 
University, where she was an instructor for some 24 years. 

In her 35 years of graduate school teaching, Caputo esti-
mates she’s taught thousands of students, many of whom 
she sees regularly at professional conferences and in the 
course of their professional lives. In 2004, Caputo received 
SLA’s Rose L. Vormelker Award for mentoring students and 
practicing professionals.

Today, Caputo finds herself pursuing more personal interests. 
In December 2016, she was certified as a hospital chaplain in 
her hometown of Alexandria, Virginia. She describes her new 
work as ministering to the needs of patients and their families 
in crisis. 

Indeed, she’s borrowing on a lifetime of experience as an 
active listener and consultant attuned to the needs of her 
clients. Her counsel to patients mirrors what she shares with 
info pros: embrace the gifts of serendipity, work with what 

you have, the only constant is change, 
and give back at every opportunity to 
serve those among you.

Dan Odenwald is founder and principal 

research consultant at Capstone Informa-

tion Services & Consulting in Washington, 

D.C. Contact him at dan.odenwald@
capstoneinformation.com.

Transform the Flood of Social Media
and Big Data Into a Useful Asset

464 pages/softbound/ $59.50
ISBN 978-1-57387-529-5
ebook also available

“ One of the most thorough 
walkthroughs of text analytics 
ever provided.”

— Jeff Catlin, 
CEO, Lexalytics

Deep Text is an important book 
for anyone who needs to be on 
the text analytics cutting edge, 
from developers and informa-
tion professionals who create, 
manage, and curate text-based 
and Big Data projects to entre-
preneurs and business man-
agers looking to cut costs and 
create new revenue streams. 

Whether you want to harness 
a flood of social media content 
or turn a mountain of business  

information into an organized and useful asset, Deep Text will  
supply the insights and examples you’ll need to do it effectively.

For more information or to order, visit

infotoday.com.

http://dan.odenwald@capstoneinformation.com
http://dan.odenwald@capstoneinformation.com
http://infotoday.com
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Starting 
a Local 
Group
 

When I joined AIIP in 2010, I 
was the only member in the 
St. Louis, MO area. It didn’t 

necessarily bother me at the time. It 
was just a statement of fact.

You could say that our local group in St. 
Louis started with a single phone call 
in 2012. At that time, Susan Baerwald 
had just joined AIIP and she had an 
immediate question. She realized there 
was someone else in St. Louis (me) 

and she called to introduce herself and 
asked her question. I did my best to 
answer it and suggested that we meet 
for lunch to get to know each other. 

We enjoyed the lunch for the same 
reasons AIIP members enjoy AIIP-L, 
conferences, etc. It was an opportunity 
to talk to someone else who had similar 
questions and concerns about starting a 
business, handling client situations, etc. 
For quite a while it was just the two of 

us. We got together quarterly or so and 
became friends in the process. 

We started to invite others who were 
also in business on their own, including  
a prospect researcher and a content 
strategist, to our lunches too. We 
weren’t a large group—often just three 
or four of us—but we all enjoyed each 
other’s company and the opportunity to 
talk about business-related concerns. 

By Shelly Azar
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Fast track to the end of November, 2016 
when we had our most recent local 
group meeting. This time there were 
seven people at the table and four of us 
were AIIP members (and a fifth mem-
ber couldn’t attend)! This represents 
phenomenal growth for a medium-size 
metropolitan area like St. Louis. Mind 
you, our local group can’t get credit for 
the first three members, but the last two 
who joined were a direct result of out-
reach by those of us in town … and the 
ability to say that a few of us got together 
from time to time obviously helped.

So here are some ideas on what has 
worked in terms of building a local AIIP 
group in St. Louis:

Concept: 
Our goal has always been to replicate 
the sense of community that AIIP offers 
in other forums. We weren’t starting 
out to build a large group (though 
we did actively encourage non-AIIP 
members who came to our meetings 
to consider joining). As such, we didn’t 
mind, nor were we discouraged by, our 
small numbers at any time.

Since we’ve always been small, we 
haven’t attempted any formal program-
ming or structure to date. I wouldn’t 
rule it out in the future, especially if 
we grow much beyond our current 
numbers, but for now, just the oppor-
tunity to chat as a group has made our 
get-togethers meaningful. 

Who to invite: 
We regularly check the directory to see 
if there are new members in town who 
might not know about us. AIIP mem-
bers are always invited, but we also 
reach out to others who are in busi-
ness on their own (not necessarily in an 
information/research-oriented profes-
sion) and who might enjoy the chance 
to chat. 

Months ago, I attended a local lunch 
meeting of the Qualitative Research 
Consultants Association (QRCA) and 
discovered that they were primarily inde-
pendent business owners too. When we 
had our next meeting, I invited people 
from that group to attend ours. 

Where to meet: 
Even when there were only three of 
us, we were spread out geographi-
cally across town. We picked a central 
location with easy parking. It’s the type 
of restaurant/coffee shop where you 
order a beverage or food at the counter 
and they bring it to you. It’s an informal 
restaurant—the kind of place where you 
can move tables together depending 
on the size of your group and no one 
seems to mind if you stay there for two 
hours or so. 

When to meet: 
We found that Saturday lunches 
worked best for us. Why? Because we 
enjoyed our conversations so much 
that we didn’t want to be pressured to 
get back to our desks to finish projects 
immediately. We still try to meet three 
to four times a year. 

Logistics: 
I keep an Excel file with the names, 
email addresses, and phone numbers of 
anyone I meet who I think might enjoy 
our lunches. About six weeks prior to a 
potential next meeting, I send a few date 
options to everyone (using Doodle.com, 
which is free) to see which date works 
best for the majority to attend. Once we 
pick a date, I send everyone a calendar 
invite (which Doodle doesn’t do) for that 
time. A few days before the selected 
date I send out a reminder email. I’ve 
learned to send the reminder email even 
to those who did not accept the calen-
dar invitation (not all of us use calendars, 
some don’t accept the invitation when 
they receive it, etc.). 

As a side note, after our local AIIP 
group had been successful for a while, 
I decided to start something similar for 
CI professionals in town. In a similar 
fashion (but at a different restaurant 
and on weekdays) I reached out to 
others in town who work in the field. 
Those lunches started with six of us and 
we’re now up to 15 or so! We have 
graduated to the stage where program-
ming and different venues are needed, 
but the informal lunches that I started 
are still valued. We’ve decided to have 
quarterly meetings with programming 
but also to continue the unstructured 
quarterly lunches at a restaurant. It 
seems people still enjoy the chance to 
just network with others.

Good luck in starting your own local 
group. Even if you don’t have other 
AIIPers in town, you can arrange to 
meet with other independent business 
owners and tell them about AIIP. You’ll 
get the benefit of having someone local 
to talk to … and perhaps AIIP will ben-
efit from getting new members!

Shelly Azar, principal of Insight Research-

ers, is a market intelligence professional 

with more than 20 years of experience in 

competitive intelligence, business research, 

and market analysis. She is currently serving 

as Secretary on AIIP’s Board of Directors. 

Shelly can be reached at  

shelly@insightresearchers.com.

Doodle.com
mailto:shelly%40insightresearchers.com?subject=
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On March 9, 2017, there will be a 
webinar previewing the 2017 AIIP 
conference (available to the public). 
On April 11, AIIP member Cathy Chiba 
of Dauratus Research Inc. is giving a 
webinar, Secrets of a Master Procras-
tinator. On May 11, Denise Carter, 
an AIIP member from Dcision Consult 
Sàrl, is presenting Transforming Data 
into Infographics: How to Get Started 
on May 11. 

If you would like to be a webinar pre-
senter, can recommend a presenter, or 
have a topic you’d like to see covered in 
a future webinar, contact Deirdre Black 
at dbj@americanblackshoe.com. The 
webinar committee is interested in your 
feedback and recommendations. Thank 
you to the webinar committee and to all 
the webinar presenters who work hard 
providing this educational and inspira-
tional benefit to the organization!

Christina Evans is the president of Evans 

Research Solutions. Evans Research Solu-

tions provides research and analysis to busy 

thought leaders, 

consultants, and 

marketing profes-

sionals. See her 

LinkedIn profile 

or contact her by 

email.

AIIP Webinars: 
24/7 Education and inspiration that lead to action 
By: Christina Evans, Evans Research Solutions

 
Are you in earnest? seize this very minute; 
What you can do; or dream you can; begin it; 
Boldness has genius, power, and magic in it. 
Only engage and then the mind grows heated; 
begin and then the work will be completed! 

Faustus, Goethe

This quote by Goethe is one of 
my favorites and a great source 
of inspiration for my business. 

The webinars offered to AIIP members 
are another great source of inspiration. 
They provide education and inspiration 
that have led me to action. That action 
has improved my business practices. 

This past year, three webinars spurred 
me to action. The 2016 webinar, Are 
you LinkedIn or LinkedOut? by Ron 
Sukenick helped me create my Linke-
dIn strategy. He asked an important 
question: Do you have a connection 
strategy? He recommended developing 
a connection strategy that involves con-
necting with people you know, finding 
people you want to know, and learning 
to use LinkedIn to generate results.  

The next inspiration came from Jill 
Celeste. I found her 2015 webinar in 
the AIIP archive which dates back to 
2007. After viewing her webinar, Social 
Media 101: How to Market through 
Social Media, I contacted Jill. I signed 
up for her “21 Day Marketing Chal-
lenge” and coaching services. The 
challenge and her coaching taught me 
how to become the Director of Mar-
keting for my business and to make 
marketing enjoyable.  

Finally, the 2011 Writing for Publica-
tion webinar by Marydee Ojala, Ojala 
Associates, inspired me to suggest 
this article topic to Phyllis Smith, the 

editor of Connections. Phyllis not only 
accepted the topic but also offered 
support, guidance, and encouragement 
to help me complete the article. Her 
words, “The best way to learn how to 
write articles is to write them,” moti-
vated me to write the article.  

I have attended many other webinars 
that have educated and inspired me. 
AIIP webinars cover a wide variety 
of topics and support members dur-
ing every stage of their business. The 
archives are available 24/7 and you can 
access them whenever you need some 
inspiration and education to spur you to 
action. Twice a year, AIIP has a First Year 
Questions Panel webinar that is specifi-
cally designed to help new members. 
Quarterly, AIIP offers a vendor webinar 
to members. The vendor webinars are 
not sales pitches. Our vendors put a lot 
of time and energy to help us under-
stand the products they offer. 

Have you taken advantage of all the 
AIIP webinars available to you as a 
member? Deirdre Black, American 
Blackshoe Heritage Research & Interpre-
tation Inc., a member of the webinar 
committee told me they have some 
exciting webinars already planned for 
the year ahead. You can find the sched-
ule of upcoming webinars in the events 
calendar on the AIIP website. The 
webinars are typically held on a Tuesday 
or Thursday afternoon at 12:00 p.m. ET. 

mailto:dbj@americanblackshoe.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christina-evans-a6264921
mailto:info%40evansresearchsolutions.com?subject=
http://aiip.org/
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AIIPeer Review: HeinOnline
by Dan Odenwald, Capstone Information Services & Consulting

Having you recently purchased access to a new resource that has changed your working life? Have you been using a product for years that has 

really supported your business? Is there another great Conference (in addition to AIIP of course) that you are willing to spend your hard earned 

cash on because it pays for itself in information and/or connections? Have you read a really inspirational book?

Would you like to share your enthusiasm with your colleagues through the AIIPeer Review Column? 

Reviews can be 500 to 1000 words long and should reflect your own experiences. Why was the tool valuable to your business and how did 

using it help you achieve your own business goals?

AIIPeer Review is not intended to promote or rate one resource over any other. Reviews are for information purposes only.

If you have ideas for future AIIPeer Reviews, contact Denise Carter at denise.carter@dcisionconsult.com.

A familiar gripe among legal research-
ers is the exorbitant and mystifying 
subscription prices for the two leading 
vendors in the field, LexisNexis and 
Westlaw. 

Not so familiar perhaps is the powerful 
answer to these complaints:  
HeinOnline 

A staple in law firms, government 
agencies and academia, Hein is a 
cornucopia of legal research treasures. 
Principally known for its library of law 
reviews—with coverage dating back to 

most titles’ inceptions—researchers will 
also find statutes; regulations; case law; 
Congressional documents; foreign legal 
materials; and more. 

Boasting more than 140 million pages of 
legal content, Hein is an online, image-
based, fully searchable research tool 
with thousands of subscribers in more 
than 180 countries. With material dating 
to 13th century English Law Reports 
through contemporary American statutes 
and commentary, Hein is an indispens-
able tool in many research arsenals, 

providing access to current must-haves as 
well as historical obscurities. 

Fun finds for your inner history geek 
include: the Pentagon Papers, 19th 
century abolitionist newspapers, even a 
1603 Act of Parliament against “conjur-
ing witchcraft and dealings with evil 
and wicked Spirits.” 

According to Director of Marketing 
Tim Hooge, what sets Hein apart in a 
competitive marketplace are the high-

continued on page 14

mailto:denise.carter@dcisionconsult.com
www.lexisnexis.com
www.westlaw.com
http://home.heinonline.org/
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quality scanned images of legal texts in their native forms. 
While info pros may find much of the Hein collection freely 
available through Google, the added metadata, rare finds, 
and bona fide depictions of valid authorities distinguish the 
service. 

Markedly less expensive than LexisNexis, Westlaw, and 
Bloomberg BNA, Hein regularly proves irresistible to research 
shops with tight budgets. 

Content grows every day, Hooge says, with more than one 
million new documents added every month. Additions in 
January, for example, included Israeli law reports, world trea-
ties, and documents from Scottish legal history. 

Searching Hein is both familiar and straightforward. A 
menu-driven interface enables customers to select libraries, 
drill down to individual titles, and browse tables of content. 
Advanced search permits dynamic field searching unique to 
specific databases (e.g., title, author, date, citation). 

Search help and history are easily located; document printing 
and downloading are simple; and customer supports – train-
ing guides, webinars, live chat and toll-free hotlines – are 
ubiquitous. Primarily accessed on a PC with ID and pass-
word, Hein has also developed apps for the iPhone, iPad and 
Android devices.

An oft-repeated drawback to Hein is the lack of editorial 
enhancements like those on LexisNexis and Westlaw. Indeed, 
Hein offers neither annotated codes, case law summaries 
nor formal legal citation services (such as Shepard’s), but it 
doesn’t aim to either. 

Additionally, Hein’s keyword search precision is occasionally 
hampered by computer-generated translations of document 
images to text, but only for older artifacts. A nifty remedy, the 
“text of this page” button, allows searchers to verify accuracy 
by toggling between rendered text and corresponding images.

For the punch it packs, Hein is a tiny outfit. About 70 
employees run the production from its Buffalo headquarters, 
Hooge says. Founded in 1961 by bookseller William S. Hein, 
the company moved online in 2000 and earns about $33 
million a year. 

Comparatively, LexisNexis employs 10,000 people world-
wide, says parent company RELX, and reported $1.8 billion 
in revenue in 2015. Westlaw has as many employees, if not 
more, and reported $3.4 billion revenue in 2015, says parent 
company Thomson Reuters. 

Happily, Hein’s pricing regime is free of gimmicks and tricks. 
$600 a year grants a solo practitioner unlimited access – no 
usage caps or hidden fees. A la carte databases may be 

added at additional cost. Larger organizations with multiple 
users buy in bulk.

Limited subscriptions for selected libraries are also available: 
one day for $30, two days for $50 and one week for $70. 
Users of the limited subscriptions are capped at five docu-
ment downloads per day for due to publishers’ licensing 
restrictions. 

Hein also believes in corporate citizenship: In October 2016, 
it released its collection, Slavery in America and the World: 
History, Culture & Law. Freely available to anyone with Inter-
net access, editors say, the library “includes every statute 
passed by every colony and state on slavery, every federal 
statute dealing with slavery, and all reported state and 
federal cases on slavery.” Scholars and researchers also have 
access to “hundreds of pamphlets and books written about 
slavery” and “every English-language legal commentary on 
slavery published before 1920.” 

Dan Odenwald is founder and principal 

research consultant at Capstone Information 

Services & Consulting in Washington, D.C. 

Contact him at dan.odenwald@cap-
stoneinformation.com.
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But today, algorithms, driven by 
vast troves of data, are the new 
power brokers in society. And the 
automated decisions of algorithms 
deserve every bit as much scrutiny as 
other powerful and influential actors. 

NICHOLAS DIAKOPOLOUS 

Algorithmic Surveillance
Do you have a J-score? If you are fol-
lowing company accounts on Twitter 
or clicking through articles on resume 
writing or career-related content on 
your Facebook feed, you probably 
have one. Analytics start-up Joberate’s 
algorithms (joberate.com) have covertly 
calculated your J-score based on your 
job search activities on social media 
sites and publicly available data scraped 
from 330 million other social media 
accounts. Your J-score can tell your 
boss how likely you are to be looking 
for a new job.

Consciously or not, we are all part of 
a system of algorithmic surveillance, 
as contributors to information inputs 
and as users of outputs in a networked 
world. Computerized technologies 
capture, classify, and integrate data, 
gathered from myriad sources, and then 
shape it into predictive models, decision 
tools, risk scores, and recommenda-
tion systems that influence our private, 
economic, social, and political lives. 

123456789
Today, sensors, mobile devices, personal 
computers, wearable technologies, and 
the Internet of Things all form part of a 
surveillance infrastructure, generating as 
well as gathering unimaginable swaths 
of data. All our online activity is tracked 
and recorded in some form or another, 
as data is captured from our phone 
calls, emails, social media presence, 
webcam images, travel locations, inter-
net searches, and television viewing. 
Automated algorithms are the compu-
tational workhorses in the background 
that pick up the raw data—disparate, 
digital traces of individual users—and 
direct sometimes millions of operations 
per second to classify, find patterns, 
define relationships, and predict 
outcomes and events based on the 
captured data, using mathematical 
modelling techniques. 

Big data needs algorithms to extract 
usefulness that would otherwise remain 
obscured, but are we happy to let algo-
rithms adjudicate more and more of 
the consequential decisions in our lives 
without knowing how they do it? Are 
we happy to let powerful companies, 
like Amazon, Google, Facebook, Micro-
soft, and Apple, that are in possession 
of the bulk of the software-enabled 
technologies, direct the important life 
choices we make, define our reputa-
tions and our careers, and determine 
our creditworthiness? As Diakopolous 

(2014) noted, algorithms, the new 
power brokers in society, deserve as 
much scrutiny as other powerful and 
influential actors. 

Surveillance of Algorithms
The problem is, scrutiny is not easy. 
Algorithmic systems have become so 
complex that few of us feel competent 
enough to question their workings. 
For those of us who try, it is difficult: 
algorithms are normally embedded, 
hidden, and frequently dynamic (e.g., 
machine learning algorithms that 
change themselves when exposed 
to new data); there is limited user 
involvement in their performance; 
and their obscurity is a problem. As 
Introna and Wood (2014) point out, 
algorithms frequently are proprietary 
software objects; it is very difficult 
to get access to them for inspection 
and scrutiny, and many algorithms are 
implemented through multiple layers 
of translation in their execution, so it is 
almost impossible to inspect the code 
in operation. But as Seaver (2014) sug-
gests, even if we solved the barriers 
to access and expertise, they are only 
part of the problem, as some of the 
examples below describe. An under-
standing of context and constraints in 
the creation of algorithms and their 
use is important too.

Algorithmic Surveillance and 
Surveillance of Algorithms

Part 1—The Problems

 

by Crystal Sharp, CD Sharp Information Systems, Ltd.

joberate.com
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Objectivity and Impartiality Are Myths
Racial bias. In the 1990s, when closed circuit television 
cameras (CCTVs) were introduced in London, England as 
an impartial surveillance mechanism to control crime, the 
43.2 million frames per day generated from the 20-camera, 
24-hour City Centre System were sorted and filtered using 
algorithms to identify particularly threatening situations that 
the police could act on. In a two-year study of the process 
used to analyze data captured by CCTV, Norris and Arm-
strong (1999) discovered that CCTV not only provided the 
ability to watch and potentially intervene in a variety of situa-
tions, “whether or not they be criminal,” but they discovered 
also that the system was far from impartial. There was a bias 
in target selection in age, race, and gender (young, black 
males, in other words). 

More recently, racial bias was found in face matching systems 
software that the FBI and police rely on in criminal investiga-
tions. Also, algorithms can be biased in the way they are 
trained. To work, face matching software must first learn to 
recognize faces using training data, a set of images that gives 
the software information about how faces differ. If a gender, 
age group, or race is underrepresented in the training data, 
that will be reflected in the algorithm’s performance (Orcutt, 
2016). 

Quantification: Can we trust those scores? 
According to Global Human Capital Trends 2016, a report 
from Deloitte, 32% of companies are using analytics 
software designed to predict which job applicants have the 
highest probability of succeeding. Workday, a company that 
offers such analytic products, draws on a trove of data going 
back 25 years to help companies identify employees who are 
most likely to stay in the long-term and who can perform 
better in particular roles, and in defining metrics for measur-
ing performance. But since its algorithms are proprietary, 
how do we know that the ranking works without bias? 
What recourse does a person who is ranked as less qualified 
than others based on gender, race, ethnicity, or something 
else have to contest it? 

Then there is the e-score, a consumer valuation score, where 
complex algorithms calculate an individual’s potential value 
as a customer, taking into account facts like occupation, 
salary, and home value, to spending on luxury goods or pet 
food. Apparently a number of companies, including banks, 
credit and debit card providers, and insurers, are using 
these scores to choose whom to woo on the Web. Natasha 
Singer reported in the New York Times (August 18, 2012) 
“These scores can determine whether someone is pitched a 
platinum credit card or a plain one, a full-service cable plan 
or none at all. They can determine whether a customer is 
routed promptly to an attentive service agent or relegated to 
an overflow call center.” 

Decisions may be skewed, reputations may be ruined, we 
may never find a piece of elusive information, or product or 
pricing, and we may be the recipient of poor customer ser-
vice, simply because algorithmic computation has held sway 
over the results delivered to us, factoring our past searches 
and downloads, our tastes and preferences, our lifestyle fac-
tors, and our location. 

Personalization: Helpful? To whom? 
Personalization algorithms influence our reading, buy-
ing, viewing, and listening choices based on our activities, 
social media presence, offline and online buying habits, and 
personal demographics. Thus pigeonholed, one cannot help 
but wonder whether recommender systems cause us to 
remain within the personas created for us, leaving no room 
for wider exploration, divergent thinking, and innovative 
action, unless we know enough to break out of the mold 
and bypass the status quo. 

In retail, search, and finance algorithms, companies insidi-
ously use digital data from customers to make important 
decisions about us and to influence the decisions we make 
for ourselves. Commenting on recommendation systems 
at Amazon and YouTube, Pasquale (2015) noted “as 
middlemen, they specialize in shifting alliances, sometimes 
advancing the interests of customers, sometimes suppliers, 
all to orchestrate an online world that maximizes their own 
profits.” 
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Obfuscation: Proprietary algorithms; willful 
manipulation. 
The open internet allows anyone to publish fake news, 
and individuals and organizations knowledgeable about 
search engine optimization can ensure their publications are 
picked up and read. Search engines that use popularity as a 
parameter in retrieval algorithms offer up “news” that can 
confound election results and destroy reputations and trust, 
as the onus is put on individuals to determine what is fact 
and what is fiction. 

But would knowing the main constructs of the algorithms 
help us understand the decision-making criteria? Seaver 
(2014) thinks not, pointing to Facebook’s EdgeRank algo-
rithm as an example. We know it takes into account a user 
affinity score that measures affinity between the viewing 
user and the content-posting user, a weight for different 
types of content, and a time-decay—where older material is 
less likely to show up. This tells us very little without us also 
knowing how the user affinity scores are calculated, how 
content weights are calculated, and how these calculations 
vary across different user types. Added to that, Facebook 
claims that EdgeRank contains other variables which are 
kept secret. 

In The Black Box Society, Pasquale (2015) observed that 
“while powerful businesses, financial institutions, and gov-
ernment agencies hide their actions behind nondisclosure 
agreements, proprietary methods, and gag rules, our own 
lives are increasingly open books.” Documents exposed by 
Edward Snowden showed that, in spite of privacy regula-
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tions, a vast amount of data on private individuals is secretly 
collected by the government without consent and, often, 
without our knowledge. 

So, What Can We Do?
We can start by acknowledging that algorithmic systems 
that power the digital devices and networked systems that 
mediate, augment, and regulate our lives “…. are created 
for purposes that are often far from neutral: to create value 
and capital; to nudge behaviour and structure preferences 
in a certain way; and to identify, sort and classify people” 
(Kitchin, 2017). We can educate ourselves and other stake-
holders to be mindful that with algorithmic systems, few, if 
any, decisions are purely technical, and we need to find ways 
to question and promote accountability. The law has been 
slow to catch up with the pace of technological change, but 
under pressure from journalists, lawyers, ethicists, and tech-
nology groups, regulations are being introduced. 

In the June 2017 issue of AIIP Connections, part 2 of this 
series on algorithmic surveillance will describe some of the 
initiatives underway and will present some resources that 
can help us get involved. 
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In this installment of “Coach’s 
Corner,” we bid adieu to the Coach 
herself. Amelia Kassel has decided 
that it is time to make room for a 
new Coach to take over.

Amelia has been a contributor to AIIP 
Connections since before we started 
banking past issues in the archive! She 
was the subject of an interview with 
Hal Kirkwood in the Fall 2001 issue, 
when she shared her experiences in 
the business she first started in 1984. 
Many of us first encountered her name 
on AIIP-L where Amelia has regularly 
provided richly detailed responses to 
members’ questions about running 
a business or doing specific kinds of 
research. 

Amelia launched “Coach’s Corner” in 
AIIP Connections in the July/August 
issue in 2008. She aimed to present a 
column on business and research topics 
that could help readers figure out a 
specialty or target market. The column 
evolved over the years, and included 
her take on many issues of concern to 
independent information professionals, 
as well as recommendations on useful 
tools and resources.

Amelia shared her vast reservoir of 
experience as an independent informa-
tion professional on subjects such as 
pricing and time management (Sept/
Oct 2008; Mar 2010; Dec 2010; Dec 
2011), marketing (Oct/Dec 2009; Sep 
2012; Mar 2014), building a reputa-
tion (Dec 2008), developing successful 
workshops (Jan/Mar 2009), client 
agreements (Mar 2012) and business 
administration (Sep 2013). Amelia also 
provided peeks into her own business, 
looking at real issues like scope creep 
(Sep 2015) and specialized research 
(Sep 2009). 

As early as April/June 2009, she 
examined the role of social media 
in our businesses, asking the ques-
tion, “Should you or shouldn’t you?” 
Amelia has also explored a range of 
other tools and techniques over the 
years, including Google (Jun 2010; Dec 
2013), aggregators (Sep 2010), web 
search techniques (Mar 2013), alert 
services (Dec 2012), and web analytics 
(Dec 2014).

In time, Amelia started reviewing 
resources for specific types of research. 
She provided cheat sheets for academic 
and scholarly research (Mar 2011), 
news sources (Sep 2014), company 
research tools (Mar 2015), and the 
information industry (Jun 2011). She 
also reviewed specific resources she 
found valuable for researching compa-
nies (Sep 2011), and for tapping into 
government information (Dec 2015; 
Mar 2016; Sep 2016).

“Coach’s Corner” has been a regular 
fixture in AIIP Connections and has 
provided information and inspiration 
for countless info pros. Everyone at AIIP 
Connections thanks her for her years 
of commitment to the newsmaga-
zine. We extend a standing invitation 
to share her wisdom and expertise in 
future articles whenever she gets the 
urge to put pen to paper. 

Coach’s Corner
And now, you’re probably wondering 
who could be have the experience nec-
essary to take the helm from Amelia 
and maintain Coach’s Corner as a key 
source of knowledge and guidance 
for AIIP Connections readers. Please 
welcome the new Coach in Corner…
Mary Ellen Bates!

Mary Ellen has served AIIP as Presi-
dent (1996-97 and 2004-5) and has 
contributed to numerous committees 
and strategic teams. She is the current 
Director of Membership, and has been 
active with AIIP’s Webinar Team. She 
was recognized with AIIP’s President’s 
Award in 2014 and the first Sue Rugge 
Award in 2000.

Mary Ellen, as President of Bates Infor-
mation Services, shares her expertise 
as a speaker, consultant, and business 
coach for both new and long-time 
info-entrepreneurs in addition to 
providing customized business analysis 
to support smart decisions. She is the 
author of two books on entrepreneur-
ship as well as author or co-author 
of five other books and innumerable 
articles about the information industry. 

Watch for Mary Ellen’s first column in 
the June 2017 issue of AIIP Connections.
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